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Abstract
A deep neural network has relieved the burden of feature en-
gineering by human experts, but comparable efforts are in-
stead required to determine an effective architecture. On the
other hands, as the size of a network has over-grown, a lot
of resources are also invested to reduce its size. These prob-
lems can be addressed by sparsification of an over-complete
model, which removes redundant parameters or connections
by pruning them away after training or encouraging them to
become zero during training. In general, however, these ap-
proaches are not fully differentiable and interrupt an end-
to-end training process with the stochastic gradient descent
in that they require either a parameter selection or a soft-
thresholding step. In this paper, we propose a fully differen-
tiable sparsification method for deep neural networks, which
allows parameters to be exactly zero during training, and thus
can learn the sparsified structure and the weights of networks
simultaneously using the stochastic gradient descent. We ap-
ply the proposed method to various popular models in order
to show its effectiveness.
The success of deep neural networks have changed the
paradigm of machine learning and pattern recognition from
feature engineering to architecture engineering (LeCun et al.
1989; Krizhevsky, Sutskever, and Hinton 2012; Simonyan
and Zisserman 2015; He et al. 2016a; Xie et al. 2017).
Although deep neural networks have relieved the burden
of feature engineering, comparable efforts of human ex-
perts are instead required to determine an effective archi-
tecture. On the other hand, as the size of a deep neural net-
work has over-grown, even up to 10∼68 million parame-
ters (He et al. 2016b; Huang, Liu, and van der Maaten 2017;
Larsson, Maire, and Shakhnarovich 2017; Xie et al. 2017), a
lot of resources are also invested to reduce the size of an ex-
isting model and to meet the demand for deploying such net-
works on constrained platforms at inference time (Song Han
and Dally 2015; Song Han and Dally 2016).
These problems can be addressed by sparsification of an
over-complete model. The structure of a network can be
learned by carving out of a over-complete model; either by
removing redundant blocks (Alvarez and Salzmann 2016;
Wen et al. 2016) or deleting unnecessary connections be-
tween blocks (Ahmed and Torresani 2017; Liu, Simonyan,
and Yang 2019). By removing some redundant blocks or
connections, the size of a network can be reduced as
well. Among several approaches, pruning has long been
adapted (Mozer and Smolensky 1988; LeCun, Denker, and
Solla 1989; Hassibi, Stork, and Wolff 1993; Liu et al. 2015;
Song Han and Dally 2015; Song Han and Dally 2016;
Dong, Chen, and Pan 2017). Its drawback is that it requires a
pre-trained model and needs to go through several steps: se-
lects unimportant parameters of a pre-trained model, deletes
them and then, retrains the slimmed model, and may repeat
the whole process multiple times.
Another most recognized approach is based on the sparse
regularization with l1-norm, which shrinks redundant pa-
rameters to zero during training (Tibshirani 1996), and thus
does not require a pre-trained model. However, since it acts
on an individual parameter, it often produces unstructured
irregular models and thus, diminishes the benefit of compu-
tation on parallel hardware such as GPUs (Wen et al. 2016).
In order to obtain regular sparse structures, the group regu-
larization with l2-norm (Yuan and Lin 2006) was adopted on
a set of parameters, where a group is defined as a set of pa-
rameters on the same filter, neuron, layer or building block,
so that all parameters under the same group are either re-
tained or zeroed-out together (Alvarez and Salzmann 2016;
Wen et al. 2016; Yoon and Hwang 2017). The optimiza-
tion of the regularized objective is performed with proxi-
mal operation (Yuan and Lin 2006; Parikh and Boyd 2014).
The proximal operation is involved with soft-thresholding
which consists of weight-decaying and thresholding opera-
tions, and it is carried out as a separate step from the gradient
descent-based optimization for a prediction loss. Therefore,
these sparse regularization approaches interrupt an end-to-
end training with the stochastic gradient descent and require
additional handling by human experts.
Rather than removing redundant parts of deep networks,
several approaches for generating or searching architecture
in a discrete domain have been have been attempted based
on reinforcement learning (Bowen Baker 2017; Zoph and Le
2017; Zoph et al. 2018) and evolutionary computing (Este-
ban Real 2017; Xie et al. 2017; Risto Miikkulainen 2017).
These methods automatically generated architectures that
outperformed the state of arts networks manually designed
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by human experts. However, they require extensive comput-
ing resources to evaluate candidate architectures. Along with
that, building a generator or a controller network is another
issue. The limitations of these approaches stem from the na-
ture of non-differentiable optimization in a discrete domain.
To overcome the drawbacks of reinforcement learning
and evolutionary computing, a differentiable approach has
been proposed (Ahmed and Torresani 2017; Liu, Simonyan,
and Yang 2019). It learns the structure of a neural network
through optimizing architecture parameters in a relaxed con-
tinuous domain. However, in order to derive a discretized
(or sparsified) architecture, the approach requires to stochas-
tically or deterministically select k blocks or connections,
where k should be pre-specified manually. The additional
selection stage is required since it does not allow the mag-
nitudes of architecture parameters to be exactly zero during
training with the stochastic gradient descent.
In this paper, we propose a fully differentiable sparsifica-
tion method for deep neural networks. Our method is a fully
differentiable in that our method allows the magnitudes of
parameters or the strength of connections to be exactly zero
during training with the stochastic gradient descent and thus
it does not require both a proximal operator and an archi-
tecture selection stage in order to sparsify an over-complete
model or to discretize an architecture. Since it can learn
the sparsified structure and the weights of networks simul-
taneously by optimizing an objective function, it abstracts
and simplifies the whole learning process. Another advan-
tage of the proposed method is that it can be easily applied
on a group of parameters or a building block, and thus it
can produce a structured model. It can maximize the bene-
fit of computation on parallel hardware such as GPUs (Wen
et al. 2016), and also well suits to the current trend of a
modularized approach in deep learning, where deep and
complex networks are constructed by stacking or combin-
ing small building blocks (Simonyan and Zisserman 2015;
Szegedy et al. 2016; He et al. 2016a; Xie et al. 2017).
Proposed Approach
Base Model
We suppose that there are n candidate components in a mod-
ule. A component can be a filter, a layer or its output such
as a feature map. It can be any building block for a deep
neural network or its outputs, such as a residual block of
ResNet (He et al. 2016a; He et al. 2016b), a branch of
ResNeXt (Xie et al. 2017) or a feature map of a densely con-
nected layer of DenseNet (Huang, Liu, and van der Maaten
2017). A module represents the composite of components,
such as a stage of ResNet (Greff, Srivastava, and Schmidhu-
ber 2017), a concatenated feature map of DenseNet (Huang,
Liu, and van der Maaten 2017) or even a whole neural net-
work. For illustration purpose, we assume that a module, y,
can be written as the linear combination of components fi:
y (x) =
n∑
i=1
aifi (x;wi), (1)
where x denotes an input to a module, wi model parameters
for candidate component fi and ai an architecture parameter.
Model parameters wi denote ordinary parameters such as a
filter in a convolutional layer or a weight in a fully connected
layer. The value of ai represents the importance of compo-
nent i, and in another context the strength of connection be-
tween blocks. Enforcing ai to be zero amounts to removing
component fi or zeroing-out whole wi. Thus, by creating
the competition between elements of a and driving some of
them to be zero, we can eliminate unnecessary or unimpor-
tant components. The example model is very simple, but we
will show in the next section that it can be applied to various
popular models, such as ResNet, ResNeXt, DenseNet and a
graph convolutional neural network (GCN).
Differentiable Sparse Parameterization
In order to set up the competition between the elements of a
and to allow them to be zero, we parameterize architecture
parameters as follows:
γi = σ (αi) (2)
γ˜i =
(
γi − σ (β) ·‖γ‖1
)
+
(3)
ai =
γ˜i∑n
j=1 γ˜j
, (4)
where αi and β are unconstrained free parameters, σ(·) de-
notes a sigmoid function and (·)+ represents relu(·) =
max(·, 0).
We can easily verify that ai is allowed to be zero and it is
also differentiable in the view of modern deep learning. The
free parameters αi and β are real-valued and they do not
put any restriction on a training process with the stochastic
gradient descent, and thus we can train ai through αi and
β. The sigmoid function in Eq.(2) makes sure that the ar-
chitecture parameters are non-negative and the exponential
function can be used instead. In an usual case, ai cannot
be zero due to the sigmoid (or the exponential function) of
Eq.(2). However, intermediate variable γ˜i in Eq.(3) can be
zero by the thresholding operation and so can be ai. The
term σ (β) ·‖γ‖1 plays the role of a threshold and the thresh-
olding operation has nice interpretation: if the strength of
component i in a competition group is small compared to
the total strength, it is dropped out from the competition.
Note that scalar parameter β in Eq.(3), which determines the
magnitude of a threshold, is not a hyper-parameter but its
value is automatically determined through training. Math-
ematically, the thresholding operator is not differentiable,
but this should not pose an issue considering the support of
relu as a built-in differentiable function in a modern deep
learning tool. Also, γ is non-negative, and thus its l1-norm
is simply the sum of γi, i.e.,‖γ‖1 =
∑
γi. The softmax of
Eq.(4) promotes the competition between components and it
is differentiable. It also bounds the magnitudes of architec-
ture parameters so that it minimizes the influence of ai on
the model parameters wi.
Note that it is also possible to model a null component,
which means that all component are eliminated and module
y is nullified. The threshold of Eq.(3) can be considered as
the portion for not-chosen, and thus the strength of a null
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Figure 1: Left: Structure of stage of ResNet. ResNet consists of multiple stages and each stage have several blocks with shortcut
connections. Index s stands for stage and fsi denotes a residual blocks in a stage. The blocks of each stage are considered as a
group so that different depthes can be learned for each stage. Right: Structure of block of ResNeXt. ResNeXt can be considered
as the generalization of ResNet in that the block of ResNeXt has multiple branches whereas ResNeXt has a single branch. Index
b stands for block (or layer) in a stage and fs,bi denotes a branch in a block. The branches of each block are considered as a
group so that different widthes can be learned for each block.
operator can be written as the sum of them
γ˜n+1 =
n∑
i=1
min
(
γi, σ (β) ·‖γ‖1
)
+
.
Based on this, we set the initial value of αi as 0 and β as
− log (n2 + n− 1) so that each component including a null
operator has the equal initial chance to survive, ie., γ˜i =
γ˜n+1 for i = 1, . . . , n. Considering a null operator, it may
be more appropriate to normalize γ˜i as follows
ai =
γ˜i∑n
j=1 γ˜j + γ˜n+1
,
but in this work, we use Eq.(4) for its simplicity.
Objective Function
In the proposed approach, an objective function can be writ-
ten as
L (D,W, a) + λR (a) , (5)
where L denotes a prediction loss and R a regularization
term, D is a set of training data, W = {wi}, λ controls
the trade-off between a prediction loss and a model com-
plexity and a denotes the vector of architecture parameters.
Cross-entropy can be used as a prediction loss for classifi-
cation, and mean-squared error for regression. Sparsifying
a amounts to sparsifying a deep neural network, and thus
we use the regularization term on a to further encourage
the sparsity of a or to drive the competition between its ele-
ments. The most popular choice for parameter sparsification
or selection is l1-norm but it does not work on a since it is
normalized using the softmax and its l1-norm is always one,
i.e., ‖a‖1 =
∑n
i=1|ai| = 1. Therefore, we employ p-norm
with p < 1,
R (a) =
 n∑
i=1
|ai|p
 1p =
 n∑
i=1
api
 1p ,
where the second equation holds since ai is always non-
negative. It is well known that p-norm with p < 1 favors
few nonzero components. In this work, we use p = 0.5.
The regularization term is differentiable almost everywhere
except when ai = 0, so it does not pose a problem to mod-
ern deep learning. Since the regularized objective function is
differentiable as well as architecture parameters can be zero
during training, the proposed approach can learn the spar-
sified structure and the weights of networks simultaneously
using the stochastic gradient descent.
Application
In this section, we will show that the proposed approach
can be applied to various popular models, such as ResNet,
ResNeXt, DenseNet and GCN.
ResNet
In this section, we apply our approach to ResNet (He et al.
2016a; He et al. 2016b) in order to show that the depth
of networks can be learned. ResNet consists of multiple
stages (Greff, Srivastava, and Schmidhuber 2017) and each
stage have several blocks with shortcut connections. Blocks
within the same stage have the same structures, but each
stage has the different size of filters and feature maps.
With our notion, a residual block and a stage of ResNet
can be defined as a component and a module, respectively.
To learn the depth of ResNet, we treat each stage as an com-
petition group and we reformulate each stage of ResNet (see
Fig.1 left) as
ys (xs) = xs +
ns∑
i=1
asi f
s
i (x
s
i ;w
s
i ),
where ys represents a stage, xs an input to a stage, ns the
number of residual blocks in a stage, fsi a residual block,
wsi model parameters for f
s
i , xs1 = xs and xsi+1 = xsi +
aifsi
(
xsi ;wsi
)
. Blocks within the same stages compete each
other and some elements of a are driven to be zero, and thus
the depth can be determined. Because of the shortcut con-
nection, even if some blocks are removed, forward and back-
ward passes are not completely disconnected. An objective
function can be written as
L (D,W,A) +
S∑
s=1
λsR (as) ,
where W = {wsi}, A = {as}, S is the number of stages
and as is the vector of architecture parameters for stage s.
We use different λs for each stage because each stage has a
different number of filters and thus the model complexities
are different.
ResNeXt
In this section, we apply our approach to ResNeXt (Xie et
al. 2017) in order to show that the width (cardinality) of
networks can be learned. ResNeXt can be considered as
the generalization of ResNet because the overall structure
of ResNeXt is the same with that of ResNet, but the block
of ResNeXt has multiple branches whereas ResNeXt has a
single branch. As in ResNet, ResNeXt consist of multiple
stages and each stage have several blocks with shortcut con-
nections.
In order to learn the width of ResNeXt, we treat a branch
and a block as a component and a module respectively, and
reformulate the residual block (see Fig.1 right) as
ys,b
(
xs,b
)
= xs,b +
ns,b∑
i=1
as,bi f
s,b
i
(
xs,b;ws,bi
)
,
where ys,b represents bth residual block of stage s, fs,bi a
branch in a block, xs,b an input to a block and a branch,
ns,b the number of branches and ws,bi model parameters for
fs,bi . By letting branches within the same block compete each
other, some elements of a are driven to be zero, and thus
the width can be determined. An objective function can be
written as
L (D,W,A) +
S∑
s=1
λs
Bs∑
b=1
R
(
as,b
)
,
where W = {ws,bi }, A =
{
as,b
}
, Bs is the number of
blocks in stage s and as,b is the vector of architecture pa-
rameters for block b in stage s.
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Figure 2: Left: Input structure of layers in stage. Index s
stands for stage, and an input and an output of lth layer are
represented by lth row and xsl , respectively. Each layer re-
ceives the concatenated feature map of all preceding layers
and xs0 is given from a previous stage. Right: Example for
indexing architecture parameters.
In this section, we apply our approach to
DenseNet (Huang, Liu, and van der Maaten 2017) in
order to learn sparse dense connections. As in ResNet and
ResNeXt, DenseNet consists of multiple stages. Within
each stage, an input to a layer is composed of feature maps
of all preceding layers as shown in Fig.2. Our conjecture
is that not every feature from preceding layers would be
required. Thus, we group the feature maps in row-wise as
shown in Fig.2 so that incoming feature maps compete each
other and the most effective features or connections are
selected for each layer. We can learn the dense connections
by reformulating the layer of DenseNet as
xsl = f
s
l
([
as,l0 x
s
0, a
s,l
1 x
s
1, . . . , a
s,l
l−1x
s
l−1
]
;wsl
)
,
where xsl represents the output feature map of lth layer in
stage s and xs0 is given from a previous stage, and f
s
l denotes
a nonlinear composite function, [·] a concatenation opera-
tor and wsl model parameters. An objective function can be
written as
L (D,W,A) +
S∑
s=1
λs
Ls∑
l=1
R
(
as,l
)
,
where W = {wsl }, A = {as,l} , Ls is the number of layers
in stage s and as,l is the vector of architecture parameters
for layer l in stage s.
GCN
In this section, we apply the proposed approach to learn the
sparse structure of an adjacency matrix of GCN. We adopt
the model of (Kipf and Welling 2017), one of the most suc-
cessful GCN models. A GCN block or a layer is defined (see
Fig.3) as
H l+1 = F
(
AH lW l
)
,
× ×
WeightFeatureAdjacency
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Figure 3: Left: Structure of a GCN block. Each block consists of an adjacency, an input feature and a weight matrix. An
adjacency matrix is shared across all blocks in a network. In usual, it is given by a human expert with domain knowledge and it
represents the relationships between nodes on a graph. The elements of i-th row and column of an adjacency matrix are grouped
for node i so that the relationship between node i and its neighbors can be learned. A feature matrix is an output from a previous
block or a raw input. A weight matrix is bounded to each block and represents a set of model parameters. Right: Grouping in
a row creates the competition between in-coming nodes and similarly, grouping in a column creates the competition between
out-going nodes.
where A is an adjacency matrix, H l and W l are an input
feature and a weight matrix for layer l respectively, and
F is a nonlinear activation function. In general, A is non-
negative and shared across GCN blocks. It is normalized as
A = D˜−1A˜ or A = D˜−
1
2 A˜D˜−
1
2 , where A˜ is an unnor-
malized adjacency matrix and D˜ is an diagonal matrix with
D˜i =
∑
j A˜i,j . The adjacency matrix represents the con-
nections or the relationships between nodes on a graph and
is given by human experts with domain knowledge. Learn-
ing the value ofAi,j amounts to determining the relationship
between node i and j. If the value of Ai,j is zero, it can be
considered that two nodes are unrelated.
As shown in Fig.3, each row and column can be defined
as a group. Grouping in a row creates the competition be-
tween in-coming nodes and grouping in a column creates the
competition between out-going nodes. Each row and column
of unnormalized adjacency matrix A˜ can be parameterized
similarly as in γ˜ of Eq.(3). The softmax normalization of
Eq.(4) is replaced with Sinkhorn normalization so that A is
doubly-stochastic: the sum of each row and column should
be one, respectively. Any non-negative square matrix can be
transformed to a doubly stochastic matrix using Sinkhorn
normalization (Sinkhorn 1964; Sinkhorn and Knopp 1967;
Knight 2008), where a matrix is iteratively row-and column-
normalized. With initializing A with A˜, we can convert A˜
into a doubly stochastic matrix by iteratively applying fol-
lowing equations,
A = D−1r A with [Dr]i =
∑
j
Ai,j ,
A = AD−1c with [Dc]j =
∑
i
Ai,j ,
where Dr and Dc are diagonal matrices. Note that although
the normalization is iterative, it is differentiable. Balanced
normalization is possible by iteratively applying
A = D
− 12
r AD
− 12
c .
We verified that iteratively applying the above equation also
converts A˜ to doubly stochastic by numerical experiments,
but we could not find theoretical justification. We leave the
mathematical proof as an open question for a future work.
Since competition groups are created in row- and column-
wise, an objective function can be written as
L (D,W,A) + λ
N∑
i=1
{
R (Ai,:)+R (A:,i)} ,
where W = {W l}, N is the size of square matrix A, and
Ai,: andA:,i denote ith row and column vector ofA, respec-
tively.
Related Work
Group Sparse Regularization
Our proposed method is related to the group sparsity regu-
larization with l2,1-norm which have similar applications. It
creates parameter groups and enforces the sparsity in a group
level, where a group is defined as a set of parameters on the
same filter, neuron or layer, so that all parameters under the
same group are either retained or zeroed-out together (Al-
varez and Salzmann 2016; Wen et al. 2016). The group spar-
sity was successfully applied to automatically determine the
number of neurons (Alvarez and Salzmann 2016) and lay-
ers (Wen et al. 2016). The regularized objective function
with l2,1-norm is written as
L (D,W ) + λR (W ) ,
and the regularization term as
R (W ) =
∑
g
∥∥wg∥∥2 =∑
g
√∑
i
w2g,i,
where W = {wg} and wg represents a group of parameters.
In order to optimize the regularization term, parameter up-
dating is performed with proximal operation (Yuan and Lin
2006; Parikh and Boyd 2014),
wg,i ←
(∥∥wg∥∥2 − ηλ∥∥wg∥∥2
)
+
wg,i,
where← denotes an assignment operator and η is a learning
rate. The proximal operator consists of weight decaying and
thresholding steps that are performed at every mini-batch or
epoch in a sperate step after the optimization of a prediction
loss. Thus, the parameter updating with the proximal gra-
dient descent can be seen as a model discretization step. In
contrast, our approach embeds the sparsity into the structure
of deep neural networks and it can learn a sparse structure
using the stochastic gradient descent without the additional
discretization step.
Another related group regularization is exclusive lasso
with l1,2-norm (Zhou, Jin, and Hoi 2010; Yoon and Hwang
2017). Rather than either retaining or removing an entire
group altogether, it was employed to promote the sparsity
within a group. The regularization term is written as
R (W ) = 1
2
∑
g
∥∥wg∥∥21 = 12∑
g
∑
i
∣∣wg,i∣∣
2 .
To optimize the regularization term, learning is performed
with the following proximal operator,
wg,i ← sign
(
wg,i
) (∣∣wg,i∣∣− ηλ∥∥wg∥∥1)+ .
When wg,i is non-negative, the proximal operator is reduced
to the form of Eq.(3). Although their forms are similar to
each other, they have completely different meanings. The
proximal operator is a learning rule whereas Eq.(3) is the
parameterized form of architecture parameters, which is the
part of a neural network.
Differentiable Approach
Our proposed approach is closely related to differentiable
architecture learning (Ahmed and Torresani 2017; Liu, Si-
monyan, and Yang 2019). Similar to our work, it learns
the structure of a neural network through optimizing archi-
tecture parameters in a relaxed continuous domain, where
architecture parameters represent the importance scores of
building blocks or the strengthes of connections between
building blocks.
In the work of (Ahmed and Torresani 2017), a multi-
branch architecture of ResNeXt was automatically deter-
mined by learning the connectivity between residual blocks.
However, the training was involved with random sampling
and clipping architecture parameters (Courbariaux et al.
2015) whereas the learning in our approach is simply per-
formed by stochastic gradient descent optimization and does
not require any additional modification for training step.
Most of all, the previous approach requires to manually pre-
specify the number of connections between blocks thus they
simply set the same branching factor for all blocks.
A simpler and more advanced approach was proposed in
(Liu, Simonyan, and Yang 2019). It does not need sampling
and clipping steps during training and it can learn much
richer structures. Similar to our work, it adopted the softmax
to promote the competitions between candidate components.
However, in order to derive a discretized architecture, it still
requires to select top-k connections according to the values
of architecture parameters, where k should be pre-specified
manually, since it does not allow the magnitudes of architec-
ture parameters to be exactly zero during training.
Different to these works, however, our approach does not
require to pre-specify the number of components or connec-
tions in a module and the model complexity is controlled
by a regularized objective function. Thus, the whole train-
ing process is much simplified and it allows a deep neural
network to choose different number of components or con-
nections in each module through training if it is optimal.
Conclusion
We have proposed a fully differentiable sparsification
method that allows parameter to be exactly zero during train-
ing and can learn the sparsified structure and the weights of
networks simultaneously by optimizing an objective func-
tion. However, a learned structure is fixed after training. For
a future work, we search several directions to apply the pro-
posed method to a gating or a branching network to generate
a sparse structure on per-sample basis as in SkipNet (Wang
et al. 2018), but a dynamic structure is learned in a continu-
ous domain.
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